
Youth College and Careers Expo – Design Your Future! 

The Youth College and Careers Expo (YCCE) hosted by Let's Grow STEAMx on November 29, 2018 at the 
Columbus Convention and Trade Center gave youth 4th through 12th grades the opportunity to 
explore local and regional businesses and industries. Youth had the opportunity to ask more in-depth 
questions about the skills, educational requirements and day to day aspects of working in fields of 
interest. Attendance at this year’s event exceeded 3,000 participants that spanned the Greater 
Columbus region from public and private schools.  
 
The YCCE integrated youth, business and our community through a holistic educational approach. 

Tasheé Singleton of Let’s Grow STEAMx says, “We want youth to know their career aspirations have 

infinite possibilities.” The significance of the YCCE granted youth access to using their imagination and 

designing their future right before their very eyes. The exhibitors came prepared with hands-on 

activities and information for the youth. Other offerings of YCCE were mock interviews for middle and 

high schoolers, in which youth receive immediate feedback on their interviews. Seminars featured 

intimate conversations with the 6th – 12th graders about career aspirations, college expectations, 

decision making, critical and creative thinking and self-awareness. These conversations empowered our 

youth with tools for life.  

The impact of this event continues to increase. With community supporters like Liberty Utilities, TSYS, 

Aflac, Georgia Power, Columbus State University, Columbus Technical College, Fountain City Classic and 

Columbus Consolidated Government, Let’s Grow STEAMx was able to bring exciting and innovative 

activities and presenters. Just to name a few, FlyQuest-an aviation simulation lab on wheels, a young up 

and coming artist spotlighted by the Miami Art Basel, skyping in a high ranking official from Turner 

Broadcasting  and connecting all attendees with a conference app were some of the highly praised 

engagements the youth beamed about with pride. In addition, the Expo highlighted students who 

demonstrated a curious and creative nature in regards to their learning with a diligent work ethic and 

resiliency with our Ambassador Award. 

This program’s purpose encourages our youth to dare to dream and don’t be afraid to be themselves. 

Our youth deserve the best we can offer. Let’s Grow STEAMx believes our community has everything it 

needs to cultivate our next generation of innovators. Let’s work together and give them options to 

design their future.  

Interested in helping us accomplish our vision and mission, contact Robbie Branscomb or Tasheé 

Singleton at support@letsgrowsteam.org or 800.332.7147. 
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